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Abstract. Having ruled out the possibility that stellar objects are the main contributor of the dark matter
embedding galaxies, microlensing experiments cannot exclude the hypothesis that a significant fraction of the
Milky Way dark halo might be made of MACHOs with masses in the range 0.5 − 0.8M⊙. Ancient white dwarfs
are generally considered the most plausible candidates for such MACHOs. We report the results of a search
for such white dwarfs in a proper motion survey covering a 0.16 sq. deg. field at three epochs at high galactic
latitude, and 0.938 sq. deg. at two epochs at intermediate galactic latitude (VIRMOS survey), using the CFH
telescope. Both surveys are complete to I = 23, with detection efficiency fading to 0 at I = 24.2. Proper motion
data are suitable to separate unambiguously halo white dwarfs identified as belonging to a non rotating system.
No candidates were found within the colour-magnitude-proper motion volume where such objects can be safely
discriminated from any standard population as well as from possible artefacts. In the same volume, we estimate
the maximum white dwarf halo fraction compatible with this observation at different significance levels if the
halo is at least 14 gigayears old and under different ad hoc initial mass functions. Our data alone rule out a
halo fraction greater than 14% at a 95% confidence level. Combined with two previous investigations exploring
comparable volumes ,this pushes the limit below 4% (95% confidence level) or below 1% ( 64% confidence), and
implies that if baryonic dark matter is present in galaxy halos, it is not, or is only marginally in the form of faint
hydrogen white dwarfs.
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1. Introduction
A non rotating or weakly rotating, temperature supported
halo is what seems to best satisfy most existing require-
ments for the bulk of dark matter implied by the large-
scale rotation curve of the Milky Way galaxy. If a more
than marginal part of this dark matter is made of baryons,
then it should be expected to appear in the form of mod-
erately massive compact objects.
Concerning the identity of such objects, there were
two kinds of candidates initially envisaged : Jupiter-like
objects or brown dwarfs on the low mass side, very old
Send offprint requests to: Michel Cre´ze´, e-mail:
Michel.Creze@univ-ubs.fr
⋆ Based on observations made at Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope (CFHT)
fading degenerate stars (White Dwarfs) at larger masses
(0.5−0.8 M⊙). Brown Dwarfs and planets were eliminated
by early microlensing experiments (Alcock et al., 1997;
Aubourg et al., 1993). Therefore cool white dwarfs ap-
peared as the only possibility left (Charlot & Silk, 1995).
Chabrier (1999) and Chabrier et al. (2000b) show that ad
hoc star formation scenarios are able to form an adequate
number of such objects out of the protogalactic matter
without producing unrealistic heavy element enrichment.
Second generation microlensing surveys at high galac-
tic latitude rule out heavy halos fully made of very old
white dwarfs (Aubourg et al., 1993). It is still not clear
whether they imply some fraction of the halo in the form of
massive compact halo objects (MACHOS). The EROS col-
laboration (Afonso et al., 2003) gives only an upper limit
of about 25% for masses ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 M⊙. The
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MACHO collaboration (Alcock et al., 1997) gives a range
[20%,50%] which seems to exclude fully non-baryonic ha-
los, yet they admit that this result is somewhat model-
dependent.
Direct detections of very ancient white dwarfs in
colour-proper motion surveys have now been obtained by
different groups (Oppenheimer et al., 2001; Ibata et al.,
2000; Ruiz & Bergeron, 2001; Mendez , 2002), several of
them with spectroscopic confirmation. However, in all pos-
itive cases, the sampling conditions were such that it is
not possible to identify candidates unambiguously con-
nected to the non-rotating component. Detected ancient
white dwarfs are most likely members of the thick disc
of the Milky Way (Reyle´ et al. , 2001; Reid et al. , 2001;
Torres et al., 2002).
In contrast, deeper surveys explore regions of the
colour-, magnitude proper motion space where halo white
dwarfs are the only expected contributors. In such surveys
Ibata et al. (1999), Nelson et al. (2002), Goldman et al.
(2002) do not report detections in these regions. The de-
tections reported by Nelson et al. (2002) are not in the
proper motion range where there is no ambiguity. Also, at-
tempts to search for similar objects in Luyten’s LHS and
NLTT large proper motion surveys (Flynn et al. , 2001)
found none.
We report here on a ground-based effort to detect an-
cient halo white dwarfs from a deep photometry-proper
motion survey (section 2). The volume explored is 3 times
that of the Nelson’s field, almost the same order of mag-
nitude as Goldman’s. A colour-magnitude-proper motion
criterion is established, isolating a volume where, based
on a realistic range of galaxy models, the expected con-
tributions of disc and thick disc components are negligi-
ble, while the detection efficiency is quite high. In this
volume the expected contribution of halo models made
of ancient white dwarfs is evaluated (section 3). An esti-
mation of the halo fraction in the form of cool hydrogen
white dwarfs compatible with getting no detection in the
observed sample is performed. Similar model predictions
are produced for the observing conditions of previous in-
vestigators in order to produce a combined constraint on
the halo fraction (section 4 and conclusion).
2. Survey description
Observational data used in this investigation come from
two different observing programs using wide field CCD
cameras at the 3.60 meter CFH Telescope at Mauna Kea
(Hawaii). One program near the galactic pole (herein with
SA57 field) in special selected area SA57 is the result of
three observation campaigns by some of the authors of this
paper. The other one is part of the so-called VIRMOS sur-
vey (Le Fe`vre et al., 2004; McCracken et al. , 2003). Both
are almost equally deep.
2.1. Field characteristics
2.1.1. VIRMOS field
The VIRMOS survey uses the CFH12K camera. Out of the
full VIRMOS survey fields, one subfield lying in the galac-
tic anticenter direction (α2000 = 2
h26m, δ2000 = −4
o30
′
;
lII = 172o, bII = −58o) was observed on two epochs in
1999 and 2000 in V and I pass bands. The useful sky area
covered is 0.938 sq. degree.
2.1.2. SA57 field
One north galactic pole field was observed in Selected Area
SA57(α=13h 9m 5s, δ=+29o 9’ 30”). Observations were
obtained during three observing runs (March 21-23 1996,
April 23-25 1998, May 27-29 2000 ). The UH8K camera,
a mosaic of 8 CCDs each of 2048x4096 pixels was used
during the first two runs. The CFH12K was used on the
third run. In both cameras, the projected pixel size is 0.205
arcsec wide on the sky. The useful field is limited to the
overlap between the three observing epochs, that is 0.16
square degrees. Series of 20 minute exposures were ob-
tained in the V, R and I filters. The total exposure time
is 2 hours in each filter at each epoch.
The seeing was better than 0.7 arcsec in 1998, about
0.9 in 1996 and about 0.8 in 2000. The 1998 run gives the
best tool for star-galaxy separation and for faint object de-
tection confirmation, but the completeness limit for proper
motions is imposed by the 1996 run. In these conditions
the completeness limit turns out to be somewhat below
25 in V for extended sources, as seen from the magni-
tude histogram. Completeness is expected slightly deeper
for star-like sources. Full discussion of the detection effi-
ciency issue for star like objects is given in sections 2.5
and 2.6.
2.2. Source extraction and classification
Source extraction was performed on the sum of all
images at each epoch using the SExtractor package
(Bertin & Arnouts, 1996). Associated with the source ex-
traction, SExtractor provides a classification parameter
named “class star” (CLS) ranging from 0 (safely non-
stellar) to 1 (safely star-like). This class is computed by a
neural network which uses the distribution of flux between
object pixels as input data and a library of simulated star
and galaxy images as training set. Rather than replaying
the training with a specific library, we preferred to cross
check and calibrate the diagnostic on real images.
The resulting distribution ofCLS as a function of mag-
nitude is plotted in Fig. 1, the VIRMOS field has been cho-
sen for illustration. It is obvious from the histograms in
the lower panel that at magnitudes brighter than I = 22.5,
the contamination of the high CLS range by non-stellar
objects is very marginal because there are not many galax-
ies.
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Fig. 1. Star galaxy separation : the CLS classifier runs
from 0 (safely non-stellar) to 1 (safely stellar). Top : CLS
is versus I magnitude (in the Cousin’s system). Bottom
: CLS frequency distributions in 4 magnitude ranges.
Beyond magnitude 23.5 the galaxy peak at CLS < 0.1
vanishes, indicating that the classifier no longer recognizes
them.
The effect of the CLS selection upon detection effi-
ciency is investigated in section 2.5. For deriving the ac-
curacy of proper motions, (section 2.3) non-stellar sources
would heavily affect the statistics, hence we adopt a high
(CSL > 0.8) selection threshold. On the contrary, when
it comes to detecting as large a number of white dwarf
candidates as possible, the detection efficiency must be
maximum. Then the CLS selection threshold for search-
ing halo white dwarfs (section 3), which in the present case
amounts to delimitating the volume within which there are
no white dwarfs detected, has been set to 0.4. According
to Fig. 1 this threshold is sufficient to eliminate the over-
whelming majority of obviously non stellar objects. Then
we rely upon the proper motion criterion to eliminate mis-
classified galaxies.
2.3. Astrometry
While the SEXtractor package turns out to be an effi-
cient source detection and classification tool, extensive
Table 1. VIRMOS field, estimated standard errors of dx
and dy differences (pixels) as a function of I magnitude.
Ns is the number of sources used in the statistics
I mag 18-20 20-21 21-22 22-22.5 22.5-23
Ns 951 791 994 512 486
σdx 0.045 0.040 0.058 0.095 0.120
σdy 0.037 0.042 0.059 0.093 0.110
tests and comparisons showed that the performances of
the photometry and centering algorithm are not optimal
for star-like sources. So, the DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR pack-
age (Stetson, 1987) was used to estimate magnitudes and
relative (x, y) positions on each CCD, in each band, at
each epoch. Photometry and astrometry are obtained by
fitting a variable empirical PSF separately in each CCD.
It was also investigated whether the goodness of fit pa-
rameters provided by DAOPHOT would bring additional
information concerning the star/galaxy separation. These
attempts were not conclusive. The goodness of fit param-
eters are partially redundant with the neural network ap-
proach, with less discrimination power.
The astrometric accuracy can be assessed by the statis-
tics of x and y differences between two epochs after cor-
rection of systematic effects related to colour and position
detected in the VIRMOS field (see below).
To perform the statistics, objects with starlike profile
at CLS ≥ 0.8 have been selected to avoid accuracy degra-
dation related to extended sources. Then the sample was
split into 5 magnitude ranges each containing 500 sources
or more. In order to avoid contamination of the statis-
tics by real significant proper motions, a robust statistics
based on the central part of the histogram is derived from
probability plots. The resulting standard errors are given
in Table 1.
For all useful purposes the trend of dx, dy s.e. was
approximated by the following formula (in pixel units)
:
σdx = 0.04 + 0.05 ∗ exp(1.094 ∗ Imag − 24.0) (1)
2.3.1. VIRMOS proper motion data
In the case of VIRMOS survey, the pipeline processing
from which we got the data includes re-coordination of
all the frames at each epoch in a single absolute astro-
metric reference frame. As a consequence, the reference to
individual CCD pixels was lost. This turned out to gener-
ate various disturbances, each of little significance for the
large scale galaxy survey which was the main goal of the
VIRMOS collaboration. However for our proper motion
purposes each effect deserved specific care.
– Due to the offset strategy between exposures we had
to trace approximately regions of full overlap between
individual CCDs in the composite epoch image. This
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restriction is responsible for reducing the proper mo-
tion survey from the nominal 1.2 sq. deg. down to an
effective 0.938 sq. deg.
– Individual relative (x, y) positions, as remeasured by
the DAOPHOT PSF centering algorithm on each
epoch image, reflected the possible distortions of the
global reference frame. Distortion has been corrected
a posteriori. We have obtained an estimation of the
necessary correction by assuming that the average
motion of a subsample dominated by remote objects
is zero everywhere in the field. The estimation has
been performed twice by computing the regressions
∆ dx = dx(x, y) at order 3 in both dx and dy. This
was done separately :
a) On a subset of galaxy like objects selected on the
basis having low CLS but not being too extended.
b) On a selection of high CLS sources with selection
19 < I < 22.
The pattern of systematic effects obtained from either
data sets is quite the same. For the final data we choose
the regression based on stellar image which is less dis-
persed. Proper motions were then corrected for these
effects. The maximum correction across the field is less
than 0.2 pixels in both dx and dy. So it is not likely to
disturb large proper motion investigations.
– Another distortion appears as a function of colour. It
turns out to affect dx proper motion only. It is linear
in V-I, its amplitude is about 0.15 pixels across the
whole colour range. It also affects positions of galaxies
as well as stellar sources. The effect has been corrected
following exactly the same process as for the x, y cor-
rection.
Due to its position in the anticenter direction, proper
motion in longitude coincides almost exactly with the ro-
tation component.
2.3.2. SA57 proper motion data
Relative proper motions are obtained by cross-matching
DAOPHOT positions separately within each CCD be-
tween two epochs and independently in the 3 bands.
Systematic displacements and distortions between two
epochs are modelled by a second degree polynomial in
x and y, including cross term, for the 96-98 period. A
third order polynomial has been necessary to cross-match
1998 UH8K data with 2000 CFH12K data. The polyno-
mial coefficients are estimated under the assumption that
the average position of moderately bright stellar objects
has zero motion. A 3-sigma clipping is applied to elimi-
nate proper motion stars. This gives a transform based on
70 to 100 reference stars (19 < V < 23) in each CCD.
Remote spheroid and thick disc population dominate ref-
erence stars. With this selection, we establish from our
galaxy model that the zero of proper motions is roughly
moving with a rotation lag of -0.007 arcsec per year along
x and -0.008 arcsec along y with respect to the local stan-
dard of rest.
With three epochs it becomes possible to check for the
possible existence of spurious proper motions which turn
out to be frequent at faint magnitudes. It is not clear what
mechanism generates such spurious proper motions. The
most plausible explanation is a displacement of the photo-
center of remote galaxies (not detected as galaxies by the
CLS criterion) presumably due to supernova events. Their
number grows rapidly if we release the CLS selection cri-
terion. If motions are real, discrepancies between proper
motions obtained between epoch 2 and epoch 1 on the
one hand and between epochs 3 and 2 on the other hand
must be consistent with each other within 3σ of the point
source position. Combining this criterion with a rather
loose CLS selection threshold ( CLS > 0.4 at all epochs)
provides bona fide high proper motion stars with mini-
mum loss of detection efficiency.
Proper motions are first computed in x and y (the y
axis is along CCD columns). The 1998 alignment is chosen
as reference. In this alignment y is almost exactly the dec-
lination axis. The µx and µy components are then rotated
to the (µU , µV ) axes (galactic radius, galactic rotation).
The magnitude-dependent standard error of star-like
objects is estimated following the same process as in the
case of the VIRMOS field. The trend of the proper mo-
tion s.e. with magnitude is suitably approximated by the
following formula (in arcsec cen−1) :
σµ = 0.74 + exp(1.58 ∗ Imag − 37.5) (2)
Eventually the proper motion limit for searching halo
white dwarfs was set to 3σµ
2.4. Photometry
As mentioned in the astrometry subsection, The
DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR package was used to estimate
magnitudes together with (x,y) positions on each CCD,
in each band, at each epoch. Photometry is performed by
fitting a variable empirical PSF separately in each one of
the CCDs of each mosaic.
2.4.1. Random errors
Statistical investigations (not reported here) of the pho-
tometric accuracy for stellar objects by comparing several
exposures of identical fields at the same epoch suggest the
following photometric error laws:
VIRMOS data :
σI = 0.02 + exp(−27 + I) (3)
σV = 0.02 + exp(−27 + V ) (4)
SA57 data :
σI = 0.03 + exp(−26.1 + 0.958 I) (5)
σV = 0.03 + exp(−26.6 + 0.934 V ) (6)
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Fig. 2. (R-I) vs (V-I) for data and model in the VIRMOS
field. The plot is limited to bright stellar objects : CLS >
0.95, 18 < I < 20. Colours are black : data , blue :
model(spheroid), green : (thick disc), magenta : (disc)
2.4.2. Systematics
Although the observed photometric data are in principle
tied to the standard Johnson-Cousins system, there is an
obvious deviation of observed to theoretical colour-colour
diagrams (the pattern is identical in both surveys) as can
be seen in Fig. 2
For the purpose of model-data comparisons, model
colours were shifted in a way that forces the model se-
quence to fit the real data sequence. Assuming that :
– the shoulder point (R − I)0, (V − I)0 at the junction
between thick disc and disc is a fixed point.
– ends of sequences in data and model correspond to
similar objects.
Colour conversions are then fitted so that the whole
model sequence is brought into coincidence with the
model.
In this way we expect to produce model predicted
colours which may serve in interpreting the physical prop-
erties of real stars at least in a statistical way. This rather
harsh procedure has only limited consequences on the
present investigation since the change in V − I is quite
small. Anyway, there is almost no effect on the blue side,
so our results concerning the photometry of ancient white
dwarfs is essentially unaffected.
2.5. Detection efficiency
Numerical experiments are used for testing our capacity
of identifying real stars out of these data. We seed the
original frames with fake stellar images built on the ob-
served PSF. The tool for this simulation is the ADDSTAR
program of the DAOPHOT package. Then images are re-
processed and analysed through the complete chain. And
detection efficiency is established as the fraction of fake
stars seeded into the images eventually retrieved and se-
lected at a given CLS level.
Fig. 3. Efficiency versus I magnitude under various CLS
thresholds : 0.95 (triangles), 0.80 (circles), 0.40 (squares
and fitted line))
Up to 2700 stellar images with I magnitude ranging
between 20 and 24 have been seeded into 9 different CCD
frames distributed over the whole VIRMOS field at two
epochs. Fig. 3 shows the fraction of positive detections.
Efficiencies at CLS threshold 0.4 as approximated by
the regression curve appearing on the figure are used in
section 3 to establish the probability for any model pre-
dicted halo white dwarf to be detected in this survey.
3. Halo white dwarfs
A compromise had to be found between adopting a very
high CLS selection threshold which would warrant almost
certainly stellar candidates at the expense of very low
efficiency at faint magnitudes and low threshold which,
at faint magnitudes, would let the sample be dominated
by non-stellar objects with the prospect of some of them
producing artifactual proper motions resulting from ex-
tragalactic source variability. As a result of the detection
efficiency study (section 2.6), and of the CLS/magnitude
statistics (Fig. 1), it turns out that a CLS > 0.4 at two
epochs achieves a minimum loss of efficiency while letting
in only a small fraction of obvious extended sources
Above magnitude I = 22.5 the only way to eliminate
galaxies without eliminating most stellar objects is offered
by proper motions, yet at faint magnitudes some artifac-
tual proper motions appear, most related to uncorrected
edge defects others to pixel defects, some possibly due to
supernovae which would displace the photocenter at one
epoch. Since we have only two epochs in the VIRMOS field
there is no way to check for the later, while the former can
occasionally be disregarded on the basis of a careful ex-
amination of images.
3.1. Implementing a high proper motion limit in data
Fig. 4 is a plot of µl proper motion against I for selected
stellar candidates in the VIRMOS field. The zero of proper
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Fig. 4. Proper motion in longitude versus I magnitude
, observed data (VIRMOS field). The green limit is the
upper envelope of possibly significant proper motions.
Below this limit proper motions due to unrecognised non-
stellar sources may contaminate. Circled dots are visually
checked objects . All are identified as plate defects or mis-
classified galaxies.The red line is the 3σ limit of the proper
motion errors as estimated from Table 1
motions corresponds to the local standard of rest. Due to
the rotation lag, the majority of nearby halo stars are
expected to appear in the upper half of this diagram.
Then, we establish an empirical limit ( in green on the
µl versus I plot) which is the upper envelope of proper
motions in galactic longitude. There are seventeen ob-
jects found slightly above this line. Careful examination
on CCD images of these objects above the limit shows
that all of them correspond to image defects on one epoch
and/or elongated image.
The four faintest borderline objects appearing in the
VIRMOS field are too faint for clear discrimination on
available CFHT images. They were submitted for spec-
troscopic observations at the VLT. Actually, preliminary
VLT identification frames, used as a third observation
epoch, were sufficient to establish that the high proper
motions were all spurious.
So there are no proper motion objects detectable above
the green limit. As can be seen this limit is far above the
3 sigma limit of proper motion random errors as derived
from point-like sources (in red ).
Data in the SA57 field (Fig. 5) are much easier to inter-
pret : With three observation epochs, spurious proper mo-
tions of undiscriminated non-stellar sources are efficiently
detected. The green limit is simply the 3σ limit of stellar
source proper motions. There are a few real large proper
motions at magnitudes brighter than I = 22. The magni-
tudes, colours and proper motions of these stars are well
compatible with being members of standard disc, thick
disc and spheroid populations. Model-predicted halo white
dwarfs of similar magnitudes would have much larger
proper motions.
Fig. 5. Proper motion component along galaxy rotation
versus I magnitude. Observed data in Sa57 field (black
dots). The green limit is the 3σ of pointlike source proper
motions. Red dots are halo white dwarfs from model 12
Gyr, IMF2 predicted above this limit.
3.2. Models for dark halo white dwarfs
Four different models of hydrogen halo white dwarf pop-
ulations have been generated assuming halo ages of 12
or 14 Gyr. White dwarfs are created assuming two dif-
ferent initial mass functions and moved to present day
colours following cooling lines by Chabrier et al. (2000a).
These models do include H2 collisionally-induced absorp-
tion in the atmosphere, based on the atmosphere models
of Saumon & Jacobson (1999)
The parameters of the dark halo adopted for simula-
tion purposes are according to Robin et al. (2003). The
density law is a power law with an exponent of 2.44 and a
flattening of 0.75. The number of simulated white dwarfs
should not depend too much on these parameters since
they are detected only at small distances where the density
gradient is rather small. The resulting local mass density
is 0.0099 M⊙ pc
−3.
The kinematics of the dark halo are assumed identical
with those of the stellar halo: no rotation, (σU/σV /σW )
= (131/106/85) km s−1.
Models have been generated using two initial mass
functions according to Chabrier (1999): IMF1 has white
dwarf mass 0.8 M⊙ and IMF2 has 0.7 M⊙. For both IMFs
we got the resulting white dwarf luminosity function after
12 or 14 Gyr from Chabrier (2002). Actually, the luminos-
ity distribution of the halo white dwarfs observable in our
survey peaks around Mv = 16.3 for IMF2 after 12 Gyr
and goes as faint as Mv = 17.3 for IMF1 after 14 Gyr.
Most colours range within 1.0 < V − I < 1.5. At such
colours, the magnitude limit in the V filter is not an issue.
Monte Carlo simulations of dark halos fully made of
white dwarfs according to the above mass and luminosity
scenarios have been produced for magnitude, colour and
proper motion observations in our two fields. The result-
ing proper motion versus I plots for two extreme models
are given in Fig. 6. They are over plotted on the distribu-
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Fig. 6. I vs. µl plot for simulated data in the VIRMOS
field. Halo white dwarfs in red. Top : halo age 12 Gyr ,
white dwarf mass 0.7M⊙. Bottom 14 Gyr, 0.8M⊙
tion of the three standard populations as predicted by the
Besanc¸on model. The upper envelope of observed proper
motions as established in section 3.1 and Fig. 4 is also
over plotted in green. The constraint brought by not de-
tecting proper motion objects above this envelope is now
estimated by simply counting the red points above.
3.3. Estimating dark halo fraction
The number of model predicted halo white dwarfs ex-
pected in each field in the magnitude, proper motion vol-
ume probed by our survey, above the limits discussed in
section 3.1, is given in Table 2 for each halo hypothesis.
Simulations were performed in enlarged fields to secure
sufficient statistics. The number of expected detections
used in Table 3 is obtained by scaling the numbers to the
actual observation field, then applying the average effi-
ciency factor for this simulation. The average efficiency
factors are obtained by assigning each star an efficiency
loss factor corresponding to its I magnitude as from the
efficiency calibration given in Fig. 3, then averaging this
factor over the stars actually predicted by the adopted
model inside the observation limits.
Table 2. Number of simulated halo white dwarfs above
the green limits in Fig’s 5 and 6 under different modelling
hypotheses in both observing fields. Average detection ef-
ficiencies are also given. Model labels indicate the adopted
halo age (first number), and IMF (1) or (2) (see text).
model Nvir <efvir > NSA57 <efSA57 >
12(1) 33.6 0.84 18.5 0.67
12(2) 44.8 0.85 25.8 0.68
14(1) 13.1 0.80 6.3 0.66
14(2) 22.4 0.82 11.0 0.65
Table 3. Maximum halo fraction (percent) in the form
of ancient white dwarfs compatible with zero effective de-
tection, given the number of expected detections (Nd...).
Numbers are now scaled to actual field size. Halo fractions
are given at 95% and 64% confidence levels.
model Ndvir NdSa57 Ndtot hfr95 hfr64
12(1) 28.29 12.40 40.69 7.4 2.5
12(2) 37.95 17.54 55.49 5.4 1.8
14(1) 10.51 4.16 14.66 20.4 7.0
14(2) 18.41 7.15 25.56 11.7 4.0
The probability p of detecting no candidates in given
observing limits when m detections are expected is
exp(−m) (Poisson distribution).
So if the number of expected detections is Nd, the max-
imum percent of the halo fraction (hfr) acceptable under
odd probability p is :
hfr(p,Nd) = (100 ∗ ln(1/p))/Nd) (7)
Table 3 gives the resulting halo fraction under odd
probabilities p = 0.05 and p = 0.36 i.e. confidence levels
95% and 64% respectively.
Expectedly the estimation of halo fraction is model-
dependent. The adopted halo age plays the major role, but
it also depends on the adopted initial mass function. The
limit of the halo age is now well fixed by CMB fluctuation
data at about 13.7 gigayears. Thus using figures based on
14 gigayears sets the safest limit. The result turns out to
be robust to possible overestimation of efficiencies at faint
magnitudes.
4. Comparison with other investigations
Similar investigations have been published by
Goldman et al. (2002) based on a specific proper
motion survey by the EROS group within 250 sq. deg.
down to V = 21.5, and by Nelson et al. (2002) based
on a search for proper motion stars in HST frames in
a much smaller field (0.02078 sq. deg.) yet much deeper
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(V ≤ 26.5, V − I ≤ 1.62). In the following we attempt to
reinvestigate the two data sets using the approach we had
with our own data. That is : identify a volume where halo
white dwarfs if they exist would be the only significant
contributors to the statistics. In the conclusions we will
combine the three results.
4.1. EROS white dwarf search
The EROS group conclusion is that they exclude halo
mass fractions larger than 5% in the form of ancient white
dwarfs. The MACHO/HST group concludes that some of
the white dwarfs they have detected ‘may be members of
the halo’. In order to combine these results with our own,
we re-evaluate the constraint brought by each data set in
an homogeneous way. That is, based on our modelling of
known stellar populations, we delimitate a region of the
magnitude proper motion space where no stars are ex-
pected except for halo white dwarfs. And no candidate is
found.
Then we compute our own model prediction for a hun-
dred percent white dwarf halo within this limit, since there
is no detection in any of the three samples.
In Goldman et al. (2002) the limits of the zero candi-
date volume are defined as :
70arcseccen−1 < µ < 600arcseccen−1 (8)
V < 22 (9)
HV > 22.5 ; HV = V + 5 log(µ/100) + 5 (10)
where
HV = V + 5 log(µ/100) + 5 (11)
The detection efficiencies have been estimated by
Goldman (private communication). It degrades from 0.92
at magnitude 16 down to 0.29 at magnitude 21. Following
the same procedure as in the case of our own data each
predicted star is assigned a weight equal to the efficiency
corresponding to its magnitude. Then the number of ex-
pected detections is simply the sum of the weights of pre-
dicted white dwarfs.
4.2. MACHO/HST white dwarf data
Nelson et al. (2002) used two epoch exposures of the
Wide Field Planetary Camera in the so-called Groth-
Wesphal strip. In this 74.8 arcmin2 survey complete to
V = 26.5 they identify a series of high proper mo-
tion objects out of which 5 are considered as strong white
dwarf candidates. That is, according to the authors, about
three more than expected from standard disc, thick disc
and spheroid populations. They tentatively interpret their
findings as follows : ‘Possibly, the excess cannot be ex-
plained without invoking a fourth galactic component’ ac-
tually a white dwarf dark halo. Yet they admit that this
conclusion is rather model-dependent.
Fig. 7. |µ| versus I distribution of the HST observa-
tions Nelson et al. (2002) compared to model predictions.
Model predictions for standard populations are amplified
by 10
Indeed our simulations for the HST field (Fig. 7) con-
firm that some of their observed white dwarfs have mag-
nitudes and proper motions compatible with being halo
members (They are also compatible with being thick disc
or spheroid members). We also confirm that the detected
objects outnumber what can be accounted for from stan-
dard populations : It is necessary to amplify white dwarf
model predictions by at least a factor of 5 to produce a
number of thick disc and/or spheroid white dwarf mem-
bers.
But our simulation shows also that any white dwarf
halo model capable of placing a few stars at this place in
the magnitude/proper motion diagram would at the same
time produce many more detectable stars with higher
proper motions where there would be no possible confu-
sion with standard populations. Among the models we
tried, those capable of producing one halo white dwarf
with I < 25.5 and total proper motion smaller than 6
arcsecond per century produce at least 10 proper motions
larger than this limit where Nelson’s data has none. So
the interpretation of Nelson’s stars as halo white dwarf is
quite unlikely.
We infer from the Nelson et al. (2002) observations
that in a volume within which a full white dwarf halo
would put 9 or 10 objects, they detect none. These figures
will be combined with others in the next section.
One should also remember that another search based
on very deep HST observations produced negative results
(Ibata et al., 1999; Richer, 2002).
In Table 4 we replicate the estimation presented in
section 3.3 incorporating the additional constraints from
Nelson et al. (2002) and Goldman et al. (2002).
With EROS data alone (Goldman et al., 2002) this es-
timation would have produced a maximum halo fraction of
11.2% (0.95 confidence level) under IMF1 and 6.4% under
IMF2. With the same data and an IMF close to IMF2 the
limit obtained by the authors is 5% producing a sharper
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Table 4. Same as Table 3 combining data analysed in
this paper( NdC), Nelson’s (NdN) and Goldman’s (NdG).
Models are 14.1 (top)and 14.2 (bottom)
NdC NdN NdG Ndtot hf95 hf64
14.7 9 26.8 49.3 6.1 2.1
25.6 10 46.8 80.0 3.7 1.3
result. The discrepancy comes from slightly different IMF
and halo parameters. For the sake of robustness, we used
always the most conservative hypotheses. Had we used ex-
actly the same modelisation, it would make the halo frac-
tion even smaller. It would be tempting to combine these
results also with the constraint brought by the volumes
explored by Flynn et al. (2001) using Luyten’s LHS and
NLTT proper motion surveys. However the compleness of
this survey at faint magnitudes is not well established be-
yond Luyten’s R magnitude 18. There is no possibility to
directly calibrate detection efficiency on Luyten’s plates
and the indirect calibration used by Flynn et al. (2001)
is subject to biases. So we can only notice that constraints
brought by Luyten’s data strengthen our conclusions with-
out being able to make it a quantitative statement.
5. Conclusions
Three deep proper motion surveys produce zero halo white
dwarfs within observational limits where a full white dwarf
halo would exhibit between 49 and 80 such objects.
This is in obvious conflict with the conclusions
of two investigations based on less deep observations
(Oppenheimer et al., 2001; Mendez , 2002). Although ex-
ploring comparable or larger galaxy volumes, surveys
at brightest magnitudes cannot safely isolate halo stars.
In the two quoted references, the claimed halo white
dwarfs have proper motions quite compatible with being
thick disc stars. The diagnosis of halo has been rejected
by many different sources under different approaches:
Reyle´ et al. (2001), Reid et al. (2001), Silvestri et al.
(2002), Torres et al. (2002), Flynn et al. (2003). All sup-
port the idea that the thick disc is the most likely expla-
nation.
So the convergence of existing data is quite clear :
whenever ancient halo white dwarfs have been searched
for under observing conditions where no room was left for
confusion with existing standard populations, there were
none found. The combined constraint from existing in-
vestigations pushes the maximum halo fraction below 4%
at the 95% confidence level and below 1.3% (64% confi-
dence).
This direct observational evidence is consistent with
arguments based on the overproduction of carbon relative
to oxygen that would accompany the evolution of halo
WD precursors (Brook et al., 2003). The only way to keep
some limited room open for this hypothetic contributor to
the Dark halo baryons would be to adopt Chabrier’s IMF1,
that is to assume that most dark halo white dwarfs have
masses about 0.8M⊙. Yet according to Chabrier (1999),
the progenitors of such high mass white dwarfs would re-
turn more processed gas into the interstellar medium per
unit mass of white dwarfs produced. So they would con-
tribute more efficiently to the early carbon enrichment.
This implies that if baryonic dark matter is present in
galaxy halos, it is not, or is only marginally in the form
of faint hydrogen white dwarfs.
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